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Abstract
In this study, nanoindentation was used to determine Young’s modulus of homogeneous plastic
materials as well as inhomogeneous epoxy woven fabric composites using various indenters. In the
first part, homogeneous PMMA and polycarbonate were characterized using conical and spherical
indenters. The conventional approach of the inverse analysis was modified in order to account for
effects obtained during spherical nanoindentation. The experimental results were verified using
FEA analysis in ABAQUS. It was found that viscous effects were present in conical
nanoindentations which led to an overestimation of contact stiffness. The second part, the response
of carbon and glass fiber woven fabric epoxy composites was investigated using Berkovich and
spherical indenters. Localized nanoindentation was performed using the Berkovich probe in both
materials which led to determination of glass fibers and matrix stiffnesses. The anisotropic nature
of the response was treated modifying the classical approach to calculate transverse modulus of a
unidirectional composite. Finally, fiber volume ratios were calculated according to type of
composite and indenter used.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Nanoindentation has become an increasingly popular mechanical characterization
technique in the last decade. In addition to measuring the hardness value, the depth-sensing
indentation has been routinely used to extract the elastic properties of the specimen, with known
indenter geometry and material properties, [30]. For several decades, spherical indentation has
been used for the determination of materials characteristics. One of the main reasons for the
popularity of these measurements was that with spherical indenter and sufficiently low loads
essentially elastic deformations could be obtained [9].
The purpose of this thesis is to analyze pure spherical nanoindentations in polymers. The
analysis was performed in three different materials and a valuable comparison was made with
results obtained by conical nanoindentations. The complex response during nanoindentation in
polymers was good enough reason to further investigate the results by performing three point
bending tests, a simulation of spherical nanoindentation using three-point bending test
parameters, and an imaging analysis of roughness surface using an scanning probe microscope
(SPM). Additionally, a study of nanoindentation in fiber woven composites was performed using
Berkovich and spherical indentation. Different responses were obtained and a simple relation
was implemented to study the fiber volume influence on the nanoindentation modulus.
In the future, damage assessment in different materials will be analyzed, especially
woven-fabric composite materials. These materials are becoming the principal structure in
aerospace and naval designs due to their strength-to-weight ratio in the in-plane direction.
Nonetheless, the out of plane direction is vulnerable to impact, therefore it is necessary to
account for the out of plane strength in the design, as well as develop an accurate technique to
measure it.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.3 Nanoindentation theory
Most of the theory for nanoindentation is derivative of elastic Hertzian contact theory (1882). Its
development was presented by [37], in which the contact between a rigid sphere and elastic half
space is expressed in the equation:

√

2.1

where P is contact force, h indentation depth, and Er is a material’s constant, and R is the radius
of spherical indenter. Harding and Sneedon [18] developed the response for the elastic contact
between a rigid, axisymmetric punch and an elastic half space for different geometrical cases.
From the general equation:
2.2

n depends on the geometry of the indenter. Value of n was obtained for the case of conical
indenter n=2, a flat-ended cylindrical punch n=1, and for spherical indenters n=1.5.
Furthermore, Tabor [33] extended
Eq. 2.1 by including in parameter Er the elastic recovery during unloading in conical indentation:

2.3

2

where Er was defined as the reduced modulus and the subscript i refers to the indenter. The
mentioned contributions were used in experimental analysis (micro and mili-indentations) and it
was successfully proved that several materials followed this behavior.
In general, an indentation response has several parameters to consider: Young’s modulus,
Poisson’s effect, yield strength, strain-hardening exponent, hardness, fracture toughness, etc.,
and three areas of consideration, loading, holding [26] and unloading. Each area has complex
parameters involved and studies have been done regarding all parameters. In summary, the
loading and unloading part (see Figure 2.1) may result from a combination of elastic, plastic and
fracture response [41]. The hold section is more influenced by viscoelastic.

HOLDING
𝑆

𝑑𝑃
𝑑

Load, P

LOADING
𝑃

𝐶

UNLOADING

𝑛

𝑃

𝐵(

𝑓)

𝑚

Displacement, h

Figure 2.1 Representation of a nanoindentation response with plastic deformation
The loading part can experience elastic deformation, better achieved in blunt indenters
like spherical indenters. A limit in which geometrical size of indenter develops an elastic
response (tip radius) cannot be defined, since the response depends in the material properties.
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Most conical, Vickers, Berkovich or sharp indenters will easily lead to plastic deformation. For
these cases, the elastic properties of the indented material are obtained by the initial unloading
response using Eq. 2.3 and Eq. 2.4

√

√

2.4

where the contact area Ac is defined by

(

)

⁄

⁄

⁄

2.5

in which hc is contact indentation depth, and C0-C8 are constants calculated through calibration
of a indenter contact area. Eq. 2.4 can be obtained by a manipulation of Sneddon analysis for the
indentation of an elastic half space by a flat, cylindrical punch, using the basic assumption that
during the initial withdrawal of the indenter, the contact area between the indenter and the
specimen remains constant [28]. These procedures were proved for micro-indentations, but the
problem with micro- indentation was that coating properties of several structural materials
couldn’t be determined since coating layers have ranges less than one micron to several microns.
The nanoindentation technique was considered to perform this analysis.
Of primary concern in obtaining good results from a nanoindentation experiment is 1) the
determination of the effective contact area and 2) the determination of the slope at the onset of
the unloading curve of the nanoindentation cycle. The experimental limitations forced
researchers to come out with alternate methods for estimating contact area just before unloading
at maximum force. Contributions of contact area determination were done by Sneddon [32], in
which a parameter e was included a for the contact depth (hc) determination that is used in Eq.

4

2.5. For conical, e=0.72, for flat punch or paraboloid of revolution, e=0.75. The hc was defined
by

2.6
where Pmax and hmax corresponds to the first point during unloading, and S is contact stiffness
dP/dh.
The inclusion of the effect of adhesive surface forces was been made by Borodich and
Keer [3]. Oliver and Pharr [28] addressed the problem of creep and viscoelasticity at the
beginning of unloading. They proposed a holding time at maximum force to allow viscous
effects to diminish.
The seminal work on the use of nanonindentation to determine Young’s modulus is that
of Oliver and Pharr [28]. In this paper, it is assumed that the initial unloading response is purely
elastic and governed by Eq. 2.4 where effective Young’s modulus of contact, Er, is solved for
(Figure 2.2). Knowing the elastic constants of the indenter and estimating the Poisson’s ration of
the specimen the Young’s modulus of the specimen can be then determined from Eq. 2.3. The
contact area, Ac, is typically determined from Eq. 2.5. In Parr’s work, nanoindentation was
performed on six different materials with a Berkovich indenter. The paper used the above
approach to determine the Young’s moduli of the material to an accuracy of 5% from literature
values.
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Figure 2.2 Assumed unloading deformation employed by Oliver and Pharr [28]
In the following sections, several aspects of nanoindentation are analyzed according to
material classification.
2.4 Nanoindentation on isotropic materials.
After Oliver and Pharr’s contribution [28], the method of analyzing the nanoindentation
response was defined. Since then, this method is accepted to get the Young’s modulus of the
indented material. Further studies validated the basic procedure, but addressed corrections that
could be considered.
In terms of analyzing the indenter response and its characteristics, Giannakopoulus
dedicated a lot of effort defining them: for Berkovich indenters [25], for Vickers indenters [16],
and Knoop indenters [17].The contributions include numerical approaches for the loaddisplacement relations during loading, mechanical stress and strain fields of the contact zone,
possible locations of crack growth by analyzing the plastic zone developed, and analytical
approaches of elastoplastic materials.
6

Since most of the used indenters are sharp, in which plastic effects have a considerable
effect during the response, several researches have attempted to define strain-hardening and yield
strength. Inverse analysis had been performed by Xu and Rowcliffe [44], Bolzon et al [2], Cao
and Lu [4], among others. A problem they faced was the effect of pile-up and sink-in, which is
severely affected by plastic properties [41]. Alternate approaches of inverse analysis were done
by Swaddiwudhipong et al [34], in which a method is proposed to obtain elastic and plastic
material, without using the initial portion of unloading response, and using two different sharp
indenters.
Poon et al [30], using simulation, presented a correction with respect to Poisson’s effect
and characterizing tip radius during conical indentations. They concluded that knowing the
Poisson’s ratio is not enough to perform the inverse analysis since it causes an overestimation of
modulus in shallow indentations.
Currently, researchers continue the study of nanoindentation, since the coupled effects of
the material properties during indentation complicates the accurate characterization when plastic
or fracture properties are wanted.
2.5 Nanoindentation curves in polymers
According to Tranchida [39], the method of Oliver and Pharr [28] for polymers is not
applicable. The most remarkable phenomenon, appearing when performing nanoindentations at
low loading rate, or with short holding time, is a ―nose‖ (see Figure 2.3) during the initial
moments of unloading segment. This phenomenon causes unreasonably high or even negative
slopes as predicted by theoretical analysis of Ting [38]. They conclude that a method including
viscoelastic effects must be developed in order to accurately account for calculating the elastic
7

properties of polymers. However, in order to improve the accuracy of Oliver and Pharr method.
the nose effect can be reduced by increasing the unloading rate.

Figure 2.3 Nose effect variation under different loading rates in polymers. Extracted from
Tranchida
The application of the nanoindentation technique on polymeric materials is more
challenging to analyze because of their viscous properties. The unloading depends not only on
holding time and loading history, but also in unloading rate. The method used by Oliver and
Pharr [28] is limited to account for these effects. Zhang et al [48] proposed a five-step
indentation procedure to extract elastic, viscoelastic and plastic properties of polymeric materials
using sharp indenters. The solution is based on the concept of ―effective indenters‖ [29], [31].
The modified viscoelastic model, which includes the long-time creep response in polymers, is
shown in Figure 2.4. The model adds the Kelvin-Voigt unit to the standard viscoelastic solid
model to capture the long-time creep response of polymers.

8

Figure 2.4 - Constitutive model used to describe the elastic-viscoelastic behavior of polymeric
materials [48].
Pharr and Bolshakov [29] found that the impression is not exactly pyramidal or conical in shape
and the profile of the ―effective indenter‖ can be geometrically represented by:
2.7
where B, and n, are parameters depending on the indenter, r is arbitrarily selected as independent
variable, and z represent the actual profile of the indenter.
Additionally, Sakai found that loading/reloading processes for a locally conical/pyramidal
impression can be well approximately by introducing an effective face angle βeff [31].
The solutions to the elastic solution using the Pharr and Bolshakov’s effective indenter and
Sakai’s effective indenter are respectively:

(

)(√

)

⁄

[

(
(

(
)

)
9

(

)
]
)

⁄
⁄

2.8

2.9

where

and n are shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio, P is load, h is displacement, and B, n and

βeff are those from Eq. 2.7, and G is the gamma function. These equations (2.8 and 2.9) were used
to determine the parameters of Eq. 2.7. The details to obtain the viscoelastic and elastic can be
found in [48]. The scheme presented more accurate results than using only the Oliver and Pharr
method directly.
An analytical simulation was done by Cheng et al which shows several aspects on conical
nanoindentation [7]. Among the most important conclusions:
1) The hold period may be unnecessary if unloading can be made sufficiently fast so that
the instantaneous modulus can be obtained by Oliver and Pharr (1991) method.
2) Either loading method, displacement of load control, are unimportant for measuring
the instantaneous modulus of viscoelastic solids, as long as the unloading rate is sufficiently fast.
Therefore, there is little advantage of using the constant indentation strain rate method for
measuring the instantaneous modulus of viscoelastic solids.
2.4 Nanoindentation in anisotropic materials
Contrarily to isotropic response, the anisotropic behavior itself has complex
considerations because a material can be defined by 36 elastic constants, at most. Decoupling the
effect of these constants is already complex enough, even before accurately defining plastic and
fracture effects.
A very famous contribution to anisotropic materials was done by Yang and Sun [45] in
which mili-indentations were performed in glass/epoxy and graphite/epoxy unidirectional
10

composites. He successfully verified the Hertz response of Eq. 2.1. He defined the critical
indentation depth which represented the elastic limit of the material during penetration.
Initial studies in anisotropic materials were done by Willis [43] to determine the impact
response in anisotropic specimen. Further mathematical contributions were done by Christoforou
[8]. A rationale was proposed by Jorgensen et al [23] in order to design laminates which suppress
failure by indentation using controlled gradients. A solution for transversely isotropic half-spaces
with Newtonian potential was presented by Yu [47]. A complex solution using Green function
was presented by [1], with a significant accuracy according to the results presented by Yang and
Sun [45]. Swadener and Pharr [35] presented a solution also using Green function’s and Stroh
formalism for anisotropic half-spaces indented by cones and parabola of revolution.
More recent approaches were done by Gao and Pharr [14] using a Stroh formalism and
Fourier transform, in which the contact area development is studied. Additionally, an analytical
solution according to indentation direction was done by Delafrague and Ulm [11]. Chen et al
presented an analytical derivation for multiferroic composites materials.
Yan et al studied the response during nanoindentation to define the conditions in which
the Oliver and Pharr method is applicable in particles in composites, using finite element
simulation [46]. It was concluded that Oliver and Pharr method cannot be applied to accurately
estimate the contact area due to pile-up deformation.
Nanoindentation in composites has been limited since the definition of material’s
influence is not clear due both the anisotropic behavior of materials and the particular location of
indentation. Some studies in composites include Ureña et al, [40] using a Berkovich indenter to
analyze the characterize aluminum matrix composites reinforced with short carbon fibers and
11

coated with cooper or nickel. The complexity of indenting four different zones in composite
should be noted: Pure matrix, pure fiber, interphase with matrix dominance and interphase with
fiber dominance. Using SEM images, the location of indentation was determined, and therefore
the location moduli.
Also, pure anisotropic behavior has been limited since the unknown nature of specimen.
Among the people who characterize material properties using inverse analysis from
nanoindentation response was Swadener et al [36], using the mathematical approach by
Swadener and Pharr [36] in a human tibial cortical bone.
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Chapter 3: Experimental Procedures and Equipment
The polymeric materials used were Poly (methyl methacrylate), best known as PMMA,
polycarbonate (PC), and fused quartz. PMMA and polycarbonate were provided by research
partners, and the fused quartz came with the nanoindentation machine. Since the surface of
PMMA and PC were damaged after a sand blasting treatment, polishing was necessary before
nanoindentation in order to minimize surface roughness effects. A gradual polishing was
performed on the materials with detail to less than one micron. At least 300 nanoindentations
were performed in each material with the spherical indenter (~900 curves). After that, three point
bending tests were performed in PMMA and PC, and using the flexural strength as Young’s
modulus, nanoindentation simulation was done in ABAQUS.
Glass fiber reinforced vinyl ester (Glass/VE) and carbon fiber reinforced vinyl ester
(Carbon/VE) laminates with eight layers of plain weave fabric and an average thickness of 5 mm
were indented by a spherical and Berkovich probes at different locations. The composite sample
was then polished in order to expose the fibers themselves, which were initially covered with
varying thicknesses of the composite matrix and additional sets of indents were performed.
The description of the experimental procedures is described in the following sections.
3.3 Nanoidentation procedures
Nanoindentations experiments were performed using the T1 750 Hysitron Ubi. Main
components of the machine are shown in Figure 3.1.
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Granite Frame

Optical camera
system

TriboScanner

Transducer

Indenter

Sample

Magnetic
base

Figure 3.1 Hysitron nanoindenter TI 750 Ubi (USA)
A brief description of the components and their functionality is described in the
following paragraphs. The information can be found in the user manual.
3.3.1 Granite Frame
It is the base where all the components are installed and secured. It supplies a ridged
skeleton for the components, it contributes to thermal stability and reduces the environmental
noise as well as the resonant frequencies.
3.3.2 Magnetic base
The sample to be analyzed, is glued to a thin ferromagnetic disk, which is attached to the
magnetic base. It provides the stability of the specimen to guarantee the encastre boundary
condition.
14

3.3.3 Optical Camera System
The optical camera system is located on the left side of the Z-axis stage. The top-down
optical camera utilizes a 10x objective lens and a digital zoom that results in an apparent
magnification from 5x up to 110x. The magnification is software controlled, which requires no
moving parts. The optics requires an external fiber optic illumination unit.
3.3.4 TriboScanner
It is designed to provide fine scale positioning of the nanoindentation probe before and
after performing the test. The precision provided by the three-axis piezo scanner is much higher
that the X/Y/Z-axis stage which is why the final approach of the probe to the sample is
performed with the TriboScanner. It is used for performing in-situ imaging with precision of
±20 nm tests.
The TriboScanner is stationary during any nanoindenation. All actuation is performed
with the transducer. All in-situ imaging and non-stage positioning offsets are performed with the
TriboScanner. It allows the imaging of a sample and precise placement through the use of a
tandem piezoelectric ceramic tube. Piezoelectric rapidly change shape when high voltages are
applied. The tube is divided by four separate quarter cylinders. Each quarter controls a motion in
a different direction. When the TriboScanner is energized, the ceramic of the specific portion
lenghtens along the axis of the scanner while the walls become thinner. By manipulating the
voltages sent to all five portions of the tube, 3D motion can be achieved (see Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2 TriboScanner piezo ceramic tube construction
3.3.5 Transducer
The transducer sensor consists of two fixed outer electrodes, which are driven by AC
signals 180 degrees out of phase with each other. Since the drive plates are parallel to each other
and closely spaced with respect to lateral dimensions, the electric field potential between the
plates varies linearly.
The force is applied to the transducer electrostatically. To apply a force, a large DC bias
(up to 600V) is applied to the bottom plate of the capacitor. This will create electrostatic
interaction, which will pull the center plate down. The force can be calculated from the
magnitude of the voltage applied. Tha maximum normal force available from standard
transduces is approximately 10 nN (see Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3 Standard 1D and 2D transducer assemblies
Nanoindentation tests were performed using a Hysitron Nanoindenter TI 750 with three
different polymeric materials (polycarbonate and PMMA) and fused silica, and with two
different indenter heads (conical and spherical).The specification for the spherical indenter is
shown in Figure 3.4. The conical indenter is specified by the Hysitron Company to have a tip
radius less than 1 micron and half-angle of 45°.

Figure 3.4 Specifications of a spherical indenter used for nanoindentation
The procedure for both spherical and conical nanoindentation is similar with the only
difference on the shape of the indenter. The basic steps for performing nanoindentation, after
proper calibrations outlined in machine’s manual are:
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1) Install the desired indenter. Power on Hysitron machine and open the TriboScan
software.
2) Proceed to calibrations on the transducer and tip to optic calibration.
3) Position the sample and define the boundary and height. Work only one sample at a
time to avoid damage on the transducer and indenter.
4) If saved, open the tip area function defined for the specific indenter. If not saved, this
function must be obtained. Preferably, the area function is obtained by performing
nanoindentation in the whole range of allowable displacement, in this case five microns. Area
function, as outlined in Oliver and Pharr (1991) methodology, is independent of material’s
properties. Therefore, it is better to converge the constants in Eq. 2.5 by using several materials.
5) Experimental nanoindentation is specified by automating the procedure. A grid is
defined; for spherical nanoindentation at least of 400 indents were done with a separation
between indents of 200 microns in x and y displacement; for conical nanoindentation a four by
four points with separation of 100 microns in x and y displacement. The load was changed from
1 mN to 10 mN. A load function under load control is defined, and three time segments are
specified:
- For spherical nanoindentation the times of three segments were 3s, 6s, and 2s,
for loading, holding and unloading respectively.
- For conical nanoindentation the times were two seconds, ten seconds, and 0.1s
for loading, holding and unloading respectively.
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Additionally, Berkovich tests were done in load-controlled feedback mode to a peak
force of ten mN. First, a grid of 25 indents was performed on the matrix of the sample in order
to determine the mechanical properties. A load function consisting of a five-second loading to
peak force segment, followed by a five-second hold segment, and a one-second unloading
segment was used. Next, lines of ten indents were performed along and across the surface of
different fibers. The indentation modulus of the matrix and fibers was then calculated from the
resulting force versus displacement curves. The modulus results of the fibers was dependent on
how thick of matrix layer was present of the fiber itself, and each set of indents yielded different
results. Spherical tests were done in load-controlled feedback mode at ten different locations; at
each location a grid of 36 indents were performed, with a peak force starting at one mN for first
grid, two mN for second grid, etc. A load function consisting of a six-second loading to peak
force, a four-second hold segment, and a one-second unloading segment was used. Similarly, the
calculated indentation modulus was dependent on fiber influence over the matrix.
For scanning probe microscope and performing in-situ imaging, the tip-to-optic
calibration must be done in order to avoid damage on the tip indenter. Once the location is
selected, the tip must be approached to the surface, image size and scan velocity of probe as it
passes over the surface must be specified. For the two soft polymeric materials the image size
was selected to be 20x20 microns, and the scan velocity of probe was 10 um/s. Roughness
analysis was performed after several passes on the surface are done.
3.4 Three-Point Bending Testing
Three point bending tests were performed using an Instron fatigue machine. A setup of
the test is showed in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5 Fatigue machine in which three point bending mounts were positioned for the
experiment in Polycarbonate and PMMA.
The three point bending test was performed in the two polymeric materials: Polycarbonate
and PMMA. The experimental details for the three point bending include a total displacement of
one millimeter, duration of 120 seconds and span of seven centimeters. A total of six
experiments were done in Polycarbonate, and eight experiments were done in PMMA. Two
different sized specimens were used for each material, for Polycarbonate 37.19 x 5.45mm and
49.65 x 5.43mm; for PMMA 25.71 x 5.27 mm and 49.51 x 5.25 mm.
The flexural strength is calculated by using the Eq. 3.1:

3.1
where P is load, L is span of base points, I is moment of inertia of specimen, and d is flexural
deflection . In order to apply Eq. 3.1 to the readings obtained by the Instron machine, instead of
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using a point (d, P), a slope is calculated and used. The Eq. 3.1 is modified to an incremental
form

3.2
Results are presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Results from 3-point bending test
Material

Polycarbonate PMMA

Ef (GPa)

2.64

3.45

ν

0.37

0.37
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Chapter 4: Spherical Nanoindentation Analysis on Polymers
Spherical indentation is a procedure in which elastic-plastic properties can be obtained by
the proper analysis of material response. Although sharp nanoindentation is widely used to
obtained elastic properties from the initial unloading part, research has been focused on
decoupling all the effects involving plastic and viscous response under the contact zone, as well
as defining the spherical tip radius effect during loading.
In this study, an elastic response is pursued using a micro indenter by punching in
polymeric materials. Hertz’s solution (Eq. 2.1) was used in the inverse analysis, but a data
reduction was done in order to account for roughness effects. Additionally, conical
nanoindentation, and three point bending tests were performed in order to compare accuracy in
the results. Polycarbonate and PMMA were subjected to gradually surface polishing to get a
finish less than 1 micron in surface roughness, and best locations (in terms of smooth surfaces)
were selected for indenting. After polishing, surface defects were not completely removed. By
using the SPM capabilities of the Hysitron TI 750, surface roughness were quantified and
summarized in Table 4.1. Images of surface are shown in Figure 4.1. Finally, results are
presented by modifying conventional methods for analyzing indentation curves, and comparing
them with flexural strength, simulation, conical nanoindentations and yielding point from
literature.
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Polycarbonate

PMMA

20 µm

Figure 4.1 Surfaceroughness sample analyzed by the scanning probe microscope (SPM).

Table 4.1. Results obtained by SPM analysis on two polymeric surfaces
Polycarbonate

PMMA

Projected Area

400 µ m2

400 µ m2

RMS Roughness

32.0285 nm

5.84537 nm

Average Roughness

23.823 nm

4.6141 nm

Mean Height

0.0440 nm

25.2046 nm

Peak-to-Valley

267.96 nm

54.3005 nm

4.3 Roughness effect in nanoindentation
One of the main issues affecting nanoindentation is roughness surface. Walter et al [42]
performed a simulation study under different values of surface roughness and found a
underestimation of 5-14% in Young’s modulus using Oliver and Pharr method [28]. Similarly,
experimental procedures reporting roughness effect in sharp indentation can be found in Kim et
al [24] and Gerberich et al [15] among others.
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Additionally, an analysis to get the influence of surface roughness and indenters in
nanoindentation is presented in Fischer-Cripps [12]. Johnson [22] defined a parameter
quantifying surface roughness by:

4.1
In Eq. 4.1, R is indenter radius, σs is, to a first approximation, equal to a maximum
asperity height, and a0 is the contact radius that would be obtained under the same load P for
smooth surfaces. According to Fischer-Cripps [12], the overall effect of surface roughness, is to
reduce the mean contact pressure by increasing the contact radius. Thus, for a given indenter
load P, the depth of penetration is reduced and the computed modulus Er is also reduced.
Besides, Eq. 4.1 shows that surface roughness parameter increases with increasing R and
increases with decreasing indenter load. Therefore, for light loads with spherical indenters,
surface roughness can be a significant effect. This phenomena can be observed in Figure 4.2, in
the curve ―pmma 0517 LC‖, at the beginning of the contact, light loads and the micro-indenter
used affects the initial response and a ―softening‖ is observed in the first 50 nm of penetration.
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Effect of surface rughness in PMMA
9000
8000

Force (µN)

7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000

pmma 0517 LC

1000

pmma 0525 LC

0
0

100
200
Displacement (nm)

300

Figure 4.2 Comparison between moderate and severe effects of surface roughness in pmma
samples at approximately equal maximum force. In curve ―pmma 0517 LC‖ a stiffness reduction
is observed in concavity at first 50 nm.
4.4 Data reduction in spherical nanoindentation curves.
The most common approach to handle elastic zone from a nanondentation data is the
procedure outlined in Fischer-Cripps [12] (see Figure 4.3 for reference). The procedure considers
only the initial portion of loading part, first five to ten data points in sharp nanoindentations. By
using the general relation of indentation under spherical indenter, the equation
(

)

4.2

where P and h are experimental data points, hi is the initial penetration depth, and C is the
material constant defined by

√
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4.3

and Er is defined in Eq. 2.3 and R is radius of spherical indenter, is used in order to obtain the
elastic properties.

P
𝑷

𝑪(𝒉

𝒉𝒊 )𝟏 𝟓

Pi
hi

h
(displacement)

Figure 4.3 Nanoindentation response during loading; hi is a shift due to contact constraints in
nanoindentation machine.
Two different methods were proposed for fitting the elastic part of the loading curve [12].
a) Fit Eq. 4.2 by using non-linear regression, minimizing the least square error to find C
and hi.
b) By exchanging the variables in Eq. 4.2, the force becomes the independent variable by:
(

⁄

⁄

)

4.4

where k = C -2/3 and in order to find hi the first point ( h = 0, Pi =0) must be used in Eq. 4.2 (See
Figure 4.3 for a sample of first point). By substituting these values, the resultant value of initial
point of contact is:
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⁄

⁄

⁄

4.5

Taking logarithms in both sides of Eq. 4.4:
( )

( )

(

⁄

⁄

)

4.6

The value of k must be changed in order to find the slope m=1. Once k is found, C and hi
are found with Eq. 4.5.
The Fischer-Cripps procedure can be applied directly during sharp indentation since
sparse data at the initial contact is minimized due to the short duration of the elastic response.
However, during the experiments the micro-indenter showed a sparse distribution of data
readings at the beginning of the contact (see Figure 4.4). The problem worsens if the surface
roughness has more influence on the initial part of loading response as showing in Figure 4.2.

Force (mN)

PMMA sample (spherical)
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Displacement (nm)

Figure 4.4 Initial points during a single spherical indentation show sparse distribution on
PMMA, Fischer Cripps method does not provide suggestions on how to handle this problem.
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The phenomenon shown in Figure 4.2 was encounter in significant number of
experimental curves. In order to process the data, some modifications were adopted to the
Fischer-Cripps method:
1. The initial point of contact assumptions hold, thus Eq. 4.2 is valid. Case by case, a
significant point which represents the absence of surface defect must be chosen. All points prior
this point are dismissed from the analysis.
2. Apply the method (a) outlined by Fischer-Cripps.
3. Apply Chauvenet’s criterion to reject outliers [20]. The rejection assumes that
notorious deviations are result of external influences during the reading of the sample (see
Figure 4.5). However, the rejection must be careful, since rejected data may be
significant either in terms of the phenomena being studied or in detecting flaws in the
experimental technique. The procedure is:
i.

Determine average and standard deviation of data.

ii.

Define allowable limits on z-values (or t-value), in which the probability between

the limits is 1-1/(2n). For example, for n=10, the maximum allowable deviation is 1.96; similarly
for n=1000, the maximum allowable deviation is 3.48.
iii.

Check each data point, if deviation exceeds the limit, is rejected.

iv.

After analyzing each data point, new average and deviation are calculated.
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Probability of
accepted data:

Reject data for
deviations:
𝑧 >𝑧>𝑧

z2

z1

Figure 4.5 Chauvenet's criterion. Outliers are rejected under criteria outlined.
Nanoindentation curves obtained from spherical nanoindentation were analyzed using Excel
VBA capabilities, results are presented in Table 4.2. The soft polymers were compared with the
flexural strength obtained by the three point bending test. Table 3.1 summarizes the results of
bending tests. The modulus obtained from nanoindentation (first term of right hand side of Eq.
2.3) is expressed through the equation:

4.7
by calculating E using the Poisson’s ratio given in Table 3.1 and using data for Fused Quartz
provided by the Hysitron Company, a comparison with flexural modulus was made.
Table 4.2. Results from spherical nanoindentation, using two approaches used by Fischer, but reducing
data at initial points of contact. E’ is nanoindentation modulus, E is Young’s modulus from Eq. 4.7, and Ef
is flexural modulus from Table 3.1. Middle section shows results after applying the Chauvenet's criterion.

Without Outliers
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100% of curves

Material

Approach

E’(GPa)

Readings

E/ Ef

E’ (GPa)

Readings

E/ Ef

Direct

66±9.17

426

0.89*

65.49±9.69

438

0.88*

Logs

65.16±11.54

435

0.88*

65.08±11.57

438

0.87*

Direct

2.74±0.14

449

0.896

2.73±0.22

460

0.89

Logs

2.72±0.16

454

0.889

2.69±0.29

460

0.879

Direct

3.89±0.22

537

0.97

3.87±0.32

542

0.968

Logs

3.86±0.23

536

0.966

3.84±0.37

542

0.96

FQ *

PC

PMMA

*

Fused Quartz was compared with the nominal value given by the hysitron machine

specifications.
4.5 Conical nanoindentation in polymers
The procedure outlined in Chapter 3 was performed in the two soft polymeric materials. The
analysis of Oliver and Pharr method [28] was done in 5% and 10% of the initial unloading curve.
The fused quartz is a material given by the nanoindentation machine to calibrate it, and
redundancy occurs if it analyzed again. Results on soft materials are summarized in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3. Conical nanoindentation results, using 5% and 10% of the initial unloading curve.*
PC: Es (GPa) PMMA: Es (GPa)
5%

4.37±0.038

7.57±0.12

10%

4.04±0.03

6.86±0.08

*Discussion over the conical nanoindentation results can be found in [27],[39], and [48].
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4.6 Simulation of nanoindentation experiments
The choice to perform a simulation of nanoindentation experiments was based on the
validation of results obtained by the reduction of data outlined in previous section. A simulation
was performed in Abaqus 11.6. The rigid pusher behaves as the transducer from the Hysitron
indenter machine. It allows the user to specify either load-control or displacement-control. Also
the reaction forces are read in this particular point.
The indenter is deformable axi-symmetric with radius specified by the Hysitron
nanoindenter. Material properties are obtained in literature were E=345 GPa and Poisson’s
ratio=0.29 (see [50], [54], and [57]). For geometrical measures see Figure 3.4.
The specimen is specified by three different materials, Poisson’s ratio is specified by
literature and modulus is specified by the three point bending results. For Fused Quartz, Hysitron
machine specifications were used.
The simulation was performed as a displacement-control. Each case was determined with
the help of the maximum displacement achieved by the experimental data obtained at 10 mN the
limit of the machine transducer. For each case, the displacements were:
Table 4.4. Displacements for each material used in simulation. Displacement is selected
according to maximum force achieved by transducer of nanoindentation machine.
Material

Polycarbonate

PMMA

Fused Quartz

Displacement

330 nm

285 nm

50 nm
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The boundary conditions were Z- Axis symmetric in the left-most sides of each element and
fixed at the bottom of the specimen (Figure 4.6). The mesh for both indenter and specimen has
quadratic axi-symmetric stress elements with 2nd order accuracy. They are unstructured meshes
with only tri elements. At the contact zone between indenter and specimen, a detail mesh was
designed to appropriate measure the stress sensitivity. Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 show the detail
in this zone.

Z
RIGID PUSHER

r
INDENTER:
Radius = 0.2 mm

5 mm
Z-AXISYMMETRIC
BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS

SPECIMEN

Figure 4.6 Model for simulation of a spherical nanoindentation
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5 mm

350 nm

200 µm

365 nm

Figure 4.7 Details of the mesh of an indenter at the point of contact with a specimen

150 nm

132 nm

5 mm

Figure 4.8 Detail of the mesh of specimen at the point of contact with indenter
4.6.1 Simulation analysis
In Figure 4.9, the response of all materials is presented. The values displayed correspond
to GPa. In order to verify that the deformation is elastic, a safety factor was calculated using
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yielding stress under compression, obtained in literature. Table 4.5 summarizes the ratios
obtained by simulation. The compressive strengths are 78 MPa (Polycarbonate, [51], [52]), 72124 MPa (PMMA, [51],[53]), 1.1 GPa (Fused Quartz, [49][55][56]).
Table 4.5. Ratio between maximum Mises effective stress with respect of the compressive yield
strength

Material Polycarbonate PMMA Fused Quartz
sy / sVM

1.64

1.28

2.78

According to pure elastic deformation, the three polymeric materials should not undergo plastic
deformation during the spherical nanoindentation.
Additionally, a convergence study by mesh refinement was done, and it is summarized in
Table 4.6. The values are improvements of the maximum stress with respect to the first results
using a smallest element of 10 nm at point of contact. The reduction factor of 0.5 indicates that
simulation was performed at 10 nm x 0.5 = 5 nm as the smallest element at point of contact.
Table 4.6. Improvement of Mises effective stress with respect to the base values at 10 nm by
reducing the size of the mesh.
Polycarbonate

PMMA

Fused Quartz

(44.84 MPa)

(53.7 MPa)

(391 MPa)

0.5

1.25 %

0.19 %

4%

0.25

6.71%

0.42 %

4.29%

Reduction factor
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Hertz equation (Eq. 2.1) was fitted into loading curves from the simulation, the material’s elastic
modulus deviated with respect of three-point bending results by 1.3%, as expected.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.9 Simulation results at maximum force of 10 mN. The materials with their respective
maximum Mises effective stress are: a) Fused Quartz with 391.1 MPa at its critical zone; b)
Polycarbonate with 47.85 MPa at its critical zone; c) PMMA with 56.97 MPa at its critical zone.
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4.6.2 Validation of simulation with respect to experimental nanoindentation results.
A question arises about the relation between the simulation and actual experimental data.
To compare the simulation response to the experimental response, a set of curves was selected
throughout the range of the transducer capability. In addition, the roughness effect must be
selected as minimum in order to have a better comparison with the perfect smooth surface from
simulation. The following graphs (Figure 4.10-18,) show the selected curves with the appropriate
simulation response. The similarity of the response through all different curves is remarkable:

Force (mN)

Experimental curves of PMMA and simulation
10000
9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

PMMA 0002 LC
PMMA 0004 LC
PMMA 0010 LC
PMMA 0037 LC
Simulation

0

50

100
150
200
Displacement (nm)

250

300

Figure 4.10 Comparison of simulation and selected experimental curves obtained from PMMA.
Experimental curves were selected to show the comparison throughout the range of machine
capabilities.
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Experimental curves of PC and simulation
10000

Force (uN)

8000
PC 0002 LC

6000

PC 0010 LC
PC 0015 LC

4000

PC 0021 LC
PC 0035 LC

2000

Simulation

0
0

100

200
Displacement (nm)

300

400

Figure 4.11 Comparison of simulation and experimental response for PC. Experimental curves
were selected to show the comparison throughout the range of machine capabilities.

Force (uN)

Experimental curves of Fused Quartz and simulation
10000
9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

fused-quartz-SEC 0014 LC
fused-quartz-SEC 0049 LC
fused-quartz-SEC 0087 LC
fused-quartz-SEC 0116 LC
Simulation

0

10

20
30
Displacement (nm)

40
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Figure 4.6 Comparison of simulation and experimental response for FQ. Experimental curves
were selected to show the comparison throughout the range of machine capabilities.
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The selected curves were analyzed by obtaining its indentation parameters. The method
used was the Fischer-Cripps procedure mentioned in previous section. Fitting the data points
from experimental curves using Eq. 4.2, a non-linear regression with this equation, the curves
selected were analyzed to obtain the parameters C and hi.
Table 4.7. Results for spherical indentation of selected curves from Figure 4.10, Figure 4.11, and Figure
4.6 using Fischer-Cripps method with its two different approaches: Direct refers to fit Eq. 4.2; Logs refers
to fit Eq. 4.6. E’ is nanoindentation modulus, E is Young’s modulus from Eq. 4.7, and Ef is flexural
modulus from Table 3.1.

Material

Fused Quartz

Approach

No. of curves

E’ (GPa)

E/ Ef

Direct

4

80.62 ± 2.81

1.09*

Logs

4

91.12 ± 10.35

1.23*

Direct

5

2.90 ± 0.15

0.948

Logs

5

3.17 ± 0.19

1.036

Direct

4

4.21 ± 0.39

1.05

Logs

4

4.95 ± 0.83

1.23

*

Polycarbonate

PMMA

* Fused Quartz data was compared with the nominal values provided by the Hysitron products.
4.7 Analysis and conclusions
Spherical analysis presented Table 4.2 showed a good agreement (~10% for
polycarbonate, and 3% for PMMA) with respect to flexural strength from the three bending
experiments. Similarly, when the comparison is analyzed with the selected curves, the agreement
with three point bending results improves to 5% deviation for both PMMA and PC.
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In contrast, conical nanoindentation showed, in both PMMA and PC, an overestimation
in elastic modulus of 42% and 90% respectively. The overestimation presented during conical
indentation can be attributed to viscoelastic properties of polymeric materials. According to
Tranchida et al [39] the viscoelastic properties changes the nanoindentation contact mechanics
with respect to the elastic one and the unloading exponent is always larger than 2 even at very
high indentation rates. This behavior has been address by different authors usually by changing
the material’s model response (see [27], [48]). The conical nanoindentation was done under
different unloading rates with the intention to reduce the nose effect explained in Chapter 1;
results were improved significantly, but still the overestimation could not be avoided for certain
materials. Nonetheless, Jee and Lee [21] using SPM to perform nanoindentation at 2 µN, with a
Berkovich indenter, evaluated the modulus of PC and PMMA with a deviation ~15%.
In conclusion, spherical nanoindentation was performed in polymers in order to
determine their elastic constants using Hertz solution. In order to address the roughness influence
at initial moments of contact, data was reduced by ignoring the initial points until the curve
showed a clear change on curvature. A good agreement between calculated results was found
with respect to three-point bending test. Besides, when ―the best curves‖ in terms of surface
smoothness, were selected, the accuracy improved for polycarbonate results. This is an
indication that for micro-spherical indenter, a surface finishing less than 50 nm, will reduce
surface effects on curve readings. Similarly, the elastic simulation using the three point bending
results, showed a very similar behavior of the nanoindentation curves, verifying that material
undergo to elastic deformation according to yield strengths used in literature. Nonetheless, the
permanent deformation read by the machine should be explained to fully understand the
deformation in soft polymers. Finally, conical nanoindentation was performed with very high
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unloading rates in order to reduce creep and the ―nose‖ effect warned by several researchers.
Although unloading rate was increase, overestimation using the Oliver and Pharr method [28]
could not be avoided. For soft materials, overestimation was 90% for PMMA, and 42% for PC.
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Chapter 5: Using Nanoindentation to Measure the Out-of-Plane Young’s Modulus of
Woven-Fabric Composites
The previous nanoindentation techniques were often employed to measure the Young’s
modulus of isotropic and homogenous materials. With the extensive application of composite
materials especially laminated fibrous composites, indentation approach to measure the Young’s
modulus becomes a major changeling issue. Even for the bi-material thin film/substrate material
system, anisotropic and inhomogenous features lead to key modeling and simulation efforts in
order to measure meaningful material materials.
In this study, the object is to measure the out-of-plane Young’s modulus of glass fiber
composite laminates (thickness direction), using only nanoindentation results and the volume
fiber ratio. The major challenging is the indenter tip may indent the fiber, matrix, and matrix
with fiber dominance (see Figure 5.1), thus the inhomogenous feature is a key issue. A Hysitron
TI 950 TriboIndenter™ was used to measure the mechanical properties of marine composite
materials.

P

P

P

Vf

Pure Matrix
Vf = 0

Matrix with fiber
dominance: 0 < Vf < 1
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Pure Fiber
Vf = 1

Figure 5.1 Possiblelocations of nanoindentation in Carbon/VE and Glass/VE woven fabric
composites.
5.3 Mechanics of composite materials
An orthogonal woven fabric consists of two sets of interlaced yarns. The longitudinal x
(1) direction) (see Figure 5.2) of the fabric is called warp and the transverse direction weft or fill
y (2) direction (see Figure 5.2). The transverse modulus of a unidirectional lamina, with an
isotropic fiber and matrix, is obtained by:

5.1
where Em’ is obtained from Eq. 4.7 when E=Em [10]. There are other semiempirical relations
outlined in Daniel and Ishai [10], for calculating the transverse modulus.
In order to account the anisotropic properties of composite material during indentation
analysis Eq. 2.3 must be modified. According to Christoforou [8], and Sadighi et al (2007) Eq.
2.3 becomes:

5.2
where E3 is Young’s modulus, and ν32, ν31 are Poisson’s ratio related to of out-of-plane direction
z in Figure 5.2. The relationships between Poisson’s ratios, based in the mechanics of orthotropic
material [10] are:

5.3
For practical purposes, the evaluation of ν 32, ν31 using the values for similar materials outlined in
Table 5.1 results in the assumption that Eq. 5.2 can be reduced to:
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5.4
Table 5.1. Wovenfabric composites obtained from Daniel and Ishai [10] as reference for the
present study.
Fiber
Woven Fabric Composite

ν12

ν 23

ν 13

ν 31

ν 32

E1, GPa

E2, GPa

E3, GPa

0.50

24.5

23.8

11.6

0.11 0.20 0.28 0.13 0.097

0.62

77

75

13.8

0.06 0.37 0.50 0.09 0.068

volume
E-Glass/Epoxy
(M10E/3783)
Carbon/Epoxy (AGP3705H/3501-6S)

Figure 5.2. Spherical nanoindentation in out-of-plane direction on woven fabric composite
5.4 Results and analysis
Nanoindentation was performed in samples of Carbon/VE and Glass/VE; non-polished and
polished samples, two from each material (see Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4), were used during
nanoindentation in UTEP facilities. Similarly, a sample analysis report presented by
Nanomechanics Research Lab is cited as a precedent work of this thesis that validate results
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obtained for Glass fiber woven composite, the samples are presented in

Figure 5.5. The

procedures are outlined in Chapter 2.

Figure 5.3 UNPOLISHED samples obtained from the optical capabilities of nanoindenter. Image size:
1.1016 x 0.8309 mm. Glass/VE woven fabric composite on the left; Carbon/VE woven fabric composite
on the right. Nanoindentation with Berkovich and spherical tips were performed in the UTEP facilities.

Figure 5.4 POLISHED samples obtained from the optical capabilities of nanoindenter. Image size: 1.1016
x 0.8309 mm. Glass/VE woven fabric composite on the left; Carbon/VE woven fabric composite on the
right. Nanoindentation with Berkovich and spherical tip were performed in the UTEP facilities.
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Figure 5.5 Unpolished and polished sample of Glass/VE woven fabric composite used by Nanomechanics
research lab. Image size: 772 x 558 µm.

5.4.1 Nanomechanics Research Lab report analysis
The results obtained are summarized in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2. Summaryof results from Berkovich indentation on Glass/VE woven composite. Table
extracted from Nanomechanics Research Lab report
Sample

# of

Hardness

Reduced Modulus

Contact Depth

tests

(GPa)

(GPa)

(nm)

Pure Matrix

n=25

0.277

±

0.005

5.52

±

0.53

1180.1

±

11.2

Fiber with Matrix 1

n=10

0.662

±

0.044

33.47

±

1.15

755.8

±

26.7

Fiber with Matrix 2

n=10

0.315

±

0.013

12.13

±

0.18

1106.0

±

22.3

Fiber with Matrix 3

n=10

0.316

±

0.017

12.30

±

1.37

1105.2

±

29.2

Exposed Fibers

n=13

~6.0

to

7.5

~65.0

to

85.0

~40.0

to

240.0

The uncertainty, illustrated in Figure 5.1, on how to determine the effect of both fiber and
matrix is addressed by understanding the mechanics of deformation during indentation. The
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series mode assumption of strain that determines the transverse modulus expressed in Eq. 5.1, is
taken to be valid during indentation in woven-fabric composite.
In order to build a model of comparison to understand the influence of the matrix during
nanoindenation, Eq. 5.1 is change to Eq. 5.5

(

5.5

)

Furthermore, changing the fiber volume ratio as the dependent variable, E2 becomes the
nanoindentation modulus as the independent variable, Eq. 5.5 becomes:
(
(

)
)

5.6

Using the values of pure matrix and exposed fibers as Ef and Em’ respectively, and
varying E3 from Em’ to Ef in Eq. 5.6, a curve with varying indentation modulus is shown in

Fiber Volume Ratio Vf

Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6. Possible results obtained during nanoindentation in Glass/VE. Given an indentation modulus,
fiber volume ratio can be determined.
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Results for fiber with matrix 1,2,3 from Table 5.2 were indicated in Figure 5.6 and fiber
volume ratios were determine using Eq. 5.6. Values of Vf = 0.62 were found for ―fiber with
matrix 2‖ and ―fiber with matrix 3‖; Vf = 0.9 was found for ―fiber with matrix 1‖.
5.4.2 Berkovich nanoindentation in glass and carbon woven composites.
In a similar way, nanoindentation experiments were performed in UTEP facilities in
unpolished and polished samples of both Carbon/VE and Glass/VE woven fabric composites. A
total of eight different configurations were prepared in order to understand the behavior of
nanoindentation in the two different materials:


Unpolished samples were used because, in future research, raw materials can be analyzed
and damage assessment can be done. Contrarily, polished samples allow the characterization
of the finest locations of the material like interfaces, single fibers, pure matrix, etc.



Berkovich or sharp indentation is a localized experiment and it allows the determination of
properties in different areas on the material. However, using a spherical microindenter, the
size effect changes the sensitivity on where the readings are made. Besides, SPM (scanning
probe microscope) does not work with such microindenter, making very difficult, nearly
impossible to perform accurate localized nanoindentation and obtain reliable results.

Polished glass fiber woven composites:
Nanoindentation was performed in topographical images obtained by SPM at maximum
loads allowed by the transducer. Additionally, lower loads were used in order to obtain more
accurate measurements on fiber’s strength. Figure 5.7 shows the topographical images before
and after indentation on the glass fiber.
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Figure 5.7 Topographical images using the scanning probe microscope taken before (left) and after (right)
of indentation in polished glass fiber woven fabric composite. Image size: 20 x 20 um.

Finally a set of 25 indents were performed in the matrix portion of the polished material where
wrap and fill directions intersect each other. Figure 5.8 depicts a sample were only matrix is
observed.

Figure 5.8 Polished glass fiber woven composite, only matrix appeared in the image. Image size: 1.1016
x 0.8309 mm.
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Unpolished glass fiber woven composites:
Linear grids of ten points were design to indent across and along set of fibers (see Figure 5.3
to observe the arrangement of fibers in an unpolished sample). Besides, two locations were
selected to performed indentation in topographical images as shown in Figure 5.9. In these
locations, it was observed a significant difference between the residual impression of matrix
dominance locations and fiber dominance locations.

Figure 5.9 Topographical images using the scanning probe microscope taken before (left) and after (right)
of indentation in unpolished carbon fiber woven fabric composite. Image size: 20 x 20 um.

The analysis of indentation curves followed the conventional methods for sharp
indentation outlined in Oliver and Pharr [28] method. The results are presented in Figure 5.10 for
unpolished glass fiber woven composite and Figure 5.11 the polished sample. It can be observed
in Figure 5.11 the contrast of measurements between the matrix and the fiber.
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Figure 5.10 Histogram of measurements of E3 using Eq. 20 from unpolished glass fiber woven composite.
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Figure 5.11 Histogram of measurements of E3 using Eq. 20 from polished glass fiber woven
composite.
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In order to understand the fiber volume influence during the indentation response, Eq. 22 was
fitted for all values Ef and Em’ (see Figure 5.12) were selected to be the maximum and the
minimum respectively throughout all the indentations in glass fiber woven composites. The
values found were Ef=68.87 GPa and Em’=2.19GPa.
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Figure 5.12 Fiber volume calculation from Eq. 22 for nanoindentation readings using Berkovich
probe in glass woven fabric composite.
Polished carbon fiber woven composites:
In contrast to glass fiber composite, the response of a localized indentation in the fiber carbon
resulted in highly elastic response. Figure 5.13 shown a typical response obtained during the
analysis.
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Figure 5.13 Sample of nanoindentation using Berkovich indenter in a carbon fiber.
In order to study the materials properties from this response, Eq. 1 was used to find the
material’s constant. Figure 5.14 shows the study performed in the indentation response of carbon
fiber indents. Each data series represent different number of points considered for the fitting Eq.
1; the different ranges included 150, 100 and 50 points.
Additionally, elastic contact during sharp indentation is a phenomenon that needs to be
address by calculating the tip radius of the Berkovich probe. This parameter requires special
attention, since the constants of Eq. 5 do not address clearly the tip radius dimension. Using
Fischer-Cripps [12] reference, the tip radius is calculated by

(

)

5.7

where a is the half-angle of conical projection of the indenter, in this case a=70.3°; hc is contact
depth known by the experiment, and hc’ is obtained using:

5.8
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Where A is calculated considering only the first term of Eq. 5, and Ai is using all the terms of Eq.
5. Using a curve with shallow indentation where tip radius is the dominant parameter the radius
was calculated R=396 nm. Results of the materials calculation are presented in Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14 Measurements of E3 using Eq. 20 from polished carbon fiber woven composite. Each series
represents different points used in inverse analysis. Simple statistics of indentation depth for each number
of points is indicated in each data series. Berkovich nanoindentation.

Similarly as the matrix indentation in the glass fiber composite, a grid of 25 indents was
designed to penetrate zones with matrix dominance on the intersections between the wrap and fill
fibers on polished carbon fiber woven composite. The results were 3.933 ± 0.1249 GPa for 24
tests.
Unpolished carbon fiber woven composite:
Linear grids of ten points were design to indent across and along set of fibers. See Figure 5.3
to observe the arrangement of fibers in an unpolished sample. Besides, using a similar
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experimental procedure followed in the glass fiber composite, locations were selected to
performed indentation in topographical images. In these locations, the response obtained from
the nanoindentation on fiber was very similar as Figure 5.13. The results obtained from the linear
grids are presented in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15 Histogram of measurements of E3 using Eq. 20 from unpolished carbon fiber woven
composite. Berkovich nanoindentation
Following the same approach as Figure 5.12, the minimum value of the matrix was used.
Contrarily to previous cases, stiffness of the fiber was not accurately defined. Literature values of
230 GPa was used for carbon fiber [10]. Calculations for the fiber volume ratio using Eq. 22 is
shown in Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16 Fiber volume calculation from Eq. 22 for nanoindentation readings using Berkovich
probe in carbon woven fabric composite.
5.4.3 Spherical nanoindentation in glass and carbon woven composites.
Polished and unpolished glass fiber woven composite:
Since spherical indenter has a micro radius of 200 um, SPM cannot be performed since peaks
and valleys of surface roughness are not accurately sensed by the probe. Therefore a random
indentation was used using a grid of 6 x 6 points with a separation of 40 um using ten different
values of loads: 1 mN, 2mN, 3mN, etc. The best curves were selected to be analyzed and most of
them were useless to considering elastic contact since several phenomena were shown in the
response. Details of these effects are summarized in the conclusion section of this topic. Results
of the values are presented in Figure 5.17 for both polished and unpolished sample. As can be
observed the only reliable response from the unpolished sample was when locations of matrix
dominance were indented. Fiber dominance was sensed in the polished sample.
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Figure 5.17 Histogram of measurements of E3 using Eq. 5.4 from polished and unpolished glass
fiber woven composite. Spherical nanoindentation
Using a similar approach as Figure 5.12, the fiber volume ratio was calculated using Eq.
5.6. Indentation in polished sample was influence by the fiber, while the unpolished sample was
influenced by the matrix.
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Figure 5.18 Fiber volume calculation from Eq. 5.4 for nanoindentation readings using spherical
probe in glass woven fabric composite.
Polished and unpolished carbon fiber woven composite:
Using the same procedure as spherical indentation in glass fiber composite, the results are
presented in Figure 5.19. No accurate response under fiber dominance was obtained for carbon
fiber composite using the spherical indenter.
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Figure 5.19 Measurements of E3 using Eq. 5.4 from polished and unpolished carbon fiber woven
composite. Spherical nanoindentation
Using a similar approach as Figure 5.12, the fiber volume ratio was calculated using
Eq.5.6. All indentations showed matrix dominance for the case of carbon fiber composite.
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Figure 5.20 Fiber volume calculation from Eq. 5.4 for nanoindentation readings using spherical
probe in carbon woven fabric composite.
5.5 Conclusions
Berkovich indentation and spherical nanoindentation was performed in woven fabric
composite materials in order to analyze the out-of-plane strength E3. In order to estimate the fiber
influence on the measurement a similar approach used to calculate transverse modulus in an
orthotropic unidirectional composite (Eq. 5.1) was implemented to obtain a simple relation
between the measured modulus by nanoindentation and fiber volume ratio.
Glass fiber composites were successfully characterized using Berkovich probe, compared
to literature values of matrix and fiber properties, and using SPM in polished samples. The
unpolished measurements showed a variation in the fiber dominance (see Figure 5.12). In
contrast, spherical nanoindentation is not suitable to characterize the glass fiber properties.
Figure 5.18 shows that unpolished sample is sensitive only to matrix dominance, and polished
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sample showed fiber dominance without approaching to pure fiber values obtained by sharp
indentation.
Carbon fiber composites couldn’t be characterized completely by neither spherical or
Berkovich nanoindentation. In polished sample, the response obtained by the Berkovich indenter
was merely elastic. From the physical characteristics of the fiber and matrix, it can be assumed
that the stress fields pass the fiber region and causes elastic deformation at the matrix, thus
causing lower values of Er. The curves obtained from the fiber indentation were analyzed using
different amount of points and no significant changes were obtained. Contrarily to glass fiber
composites, a larger percentage of graphs obtained by spherical nanoindentation were discarded
since different phenomena were observed. This could be explained due to geometrical features of
carbon and glass fiber. In Daniel and Ishai [10], diameter of glass fiber is 15% - 100% more than
carbon fiber (see Figure 5.4). The difference affects the contact of the microsphere since an
accurate localized indentation cannot be performed and interface or roughness plays an important
role during penetration. As a result, the only reliable curves for analysis shown a matrix
dominance as Figure 5.20 shows.
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